CMMC

CONSULTING PARTNER
When looking for a CMMC consultant to help your
organization and/or your customers, you want someone
who understands the controls as well as the assessors, so that your
implementation is more likely to pass the assessment.
Edwards is a CMMC Registered Provider Organization (RPO), but more
importantly our consultants are also assessors who have been through the
Certified CMMC Professional (CCP) course. In fact, many of our consultants
teach the CCP and the Certified CMMC Assessor (CCA) classes and developed
the curriculum to do so.
Edwards partners with you to ensure readiness for the formal CMMC assessment
process. Where weaknesses or gaps are found, we develop goal-oriented,
impactful action plans that support compliance and also positively impact your
business.
We work with you to identify and manage the implementation of your controls
and stand with you to advocate during the formal assessment.

EDWARDS PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS IS HERE FOR YOU
SERVING as your preferred consultant to
prepare you or your customers for CMMC.
PROVIDING subject matter expertise to
guide your CMMC journey.
PERFORMING gap assessments, preparation
assessments and facilitated self-assessments.
SUPPORTING your business.

THE EDWARDS DIFFERENCE …
WE ARE DOD CONTRACTORS TOO – We’ve been through this process ourselves. Even
with our commitment to cyber resilience, we transformed our internal process expertise
and robust program management to align with CMMC.
WE ARE ASSESSORS – We understand what the assessors will expect to see when you
invite them in. Our team will help make your assessment experience as smooth and cost
effective as possible. Our on staff Provisional Assessors (PA) are among the very small
number of individuals in the world capable of conducting assessments today.
WE ARE TRAINING THE ASSESSMENT COMMUNITY – As a CMMC-AB Licensed
Partner Publisher (LPP) Edwards is developing the curriculum to train the assessment
community. As a CMMC-AB Licensed Training Provider (LTP) our consultants are also
conducting the training classes.

SIMPLE APPROACH; COMPREHENSIVE RESULTS
Our targeted yet simple approach delivers big results that respect your budget, timeline,
and inform key stakeholders. Each engagement is tailored to the needs of your business.
PRE-ASSESSMENT SUPPORT
Edwards conducts tailored interviews
to learn about your entire ecosystem
and target our engagement to your
business needs.

FULL-SCALE GAP ASSESSMENT
We review your systems, assess
your processes, identify gaps, and
ensure existing practices are fully
implemented.

DATA FLOW DIAGRAMMING
We identify and document the flow
of FCI and CUI throughout your
organization and between you and
your external partners – providing the
foundation for scoping your CMMC
environment.

REMEDIATION PLANNING &
ROADMAPPING (POAM)
We provide an actionable
compliance roadmap to address
remediation items, outlining business
risk, priorities, and investments that
result from identified gaps.

SCOPING
We work with you to determine the
assessment scope based on CUI/FCI
locations and data flow.

REMEDIATION SUPPORT
We provide project and technical
support to fill the gaps and shore
up the weaknesses – helping your
teams, practices, and processes
become CMMC compliant.
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